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Albright praises San Jose, charms crowd
By JoAnn Peach
Staff Writer
On her first stop during her
visit to the West Coast, U. S.
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright spoke to a large crowd
of Commonwealth Club members, Rotarians and San Jose
residents Thursday.
The event was part of a series
of forums held by the Silicon

Valley
Forum
of
the
Commonwealth
Club
of
California. San Jose is the first
stop during Albright’s visit to
the West Coast. Her itinerary
includes Seattle and Vancouver,
Wash.
The Commonwealth Club of
California
regularly
hosts
speeches, debates and discussions on various topics including
business, transportation, home-

lessness, nuclear disarmament,
education, technology and the
arts.
Fresh out of dealing with the
aftermath of the Middle East
peace talks, Albright started her
speech with inspiration and
humor about the Silicon Valley
area.
"San Jose has continued its
astonishing ascent," Albright
said. "Its entrepreneurs have

developed cutting edge software
for 9-year-olds. And its scientists
discover new worlds."
Albright proceeded to charm
the audience by talking humorously about herself She went on
to point out how she was voted
one of Time Magazine’s 25 Most
Intriguing People, along with
cloned sheep. Albright next said
she lacked so much sleep from
working on the Middle East

peace talks, she could "now be a
software designer, since they
obviously don’t need sleep."
Albright also said in order to
diplomatically handle issues,
she had her "partisan instincts
surgically removed."
However, with regard to
international relations. Albright
was more serious with her comments on the Unittql States’
I nvolvement with the rest of the

vorld.
"Today, Americans may be
proud to stand with peacemakers against bomb makers,"
Albright said.
Albright was quick to point
out that in dealing with the
international financial crisis,
"there are no quick and simple
solutions. There must be good
governance and rule of law.

See Albright, page 3

Police stress
Mini-spooks
safe behavior
for Halloween
By Yvette Anna Trejo
Staff Editor
Costumes, candy and parties can be important
elements for a spooky holiday, but so is Halloween
safety.
According to Detective Tim Villarica, the
University Police Department will be on alert this
Halloween to help keep the campus community safe.
Because of an increase in the number of children
and adults out on Halloween, Villarica said the UPD
will be cracking down on motorists speeding and
running through stop signs.
"It’s really just heightened awareness for us,"
Villarica said. "We’ll have more than our minimum
staff."
The bare minimum for the UPD is at least two
officers on patrol, but the department usually has
about five officers on a Saturday night, according to
Officer Jenny Pak.
Villarica said the UPD will also be keeping a close
eye on convenience stores in the campus area. He
said holdups usually involve criminals in disguise, so
officers will be on alert because of the number of people dressed in costumes for the holiday festivities.
Villarica also said there will be more staff present
Saturday because of Halloween, in addition to the
Spartan football game, which is expected to have its
normal turnout.
Villarica urges partying students to maintain a
certain awareness of who and what is around them.
He said women should be especially careful and
should let others know about their plans, so there
will be a cause for concern if they are late.
As for those out driving, Villarica said people
should use due caution and be aware that children
are going to be present.
UPD isn’t alone when it comes to heightened

See Safety, page 3

G.I. Joe, a construction worker, an M&M and Batman also known as afternoon
The Sari Jose State University Preschool
i
isss"taf;!e’d’’b’y’ child
Tony Marasco, David Femmel. Brendan Northend and Anthony Huynh
development majors PrIMIIP(1 in Child Development 160, which educates
rest outside the Student Union during a walk around the campus Thursday them in kic,es of preschool ihilikare

Future Greeks go for top bids; raise
money to help pledges, future chapter
By Terri Thorp
Staff Writer
Pledges for the Sigma Delta Alpha fraternity and the "12 Ladies of San Jose State"
put themselves on the auction block to raise
money for their organizations Thursday.
The auction took place in the Costanoan
Room of the Student Union.
The 12 Ladies of San Jose State, a group
of women raising funds to start a chapter of
Lambda Bet-a Alpha, and 12 pledges from
Sigma Delta Alpha were auctioned off to the
highest bidders, with bidding starting at $5.
Each auctionee was asked to dress to
impress and was introduced by his or her
name, major and hobby. The buyer is entitled
to three hours of labor from the auctionee.
"It’s all in fun," said Carmen Zaragoza,
who sold for the highest bid, $55. "Most people will ask a person to clean their car or
apartment for three hours."
Both parties were asked to sign a contract
that set guidelines including no sexual
harassment, no hard labor and auctionees
are not to be asked to do other people’s
homework.
The type of labor is to be decided between
buyer and auctionee.
If a buyer violates these rules, an auctionee is allowed to break the contract without a
refund.
Rudy Salsa, president of Sigma Delta
Alpha, which was founded in 1992, said the
money raised will help cover expenaes for
dinners and retreats for the pledges.
Sales said the fraternity has participated
in auctions similar to this to raise money in
previous semesters.
Janet Martinez, who was auctioned oft
said she came to the event with the mentality that it could be degrading, standing in

Spartan Army gains
ground; new recruits
swell ranks, lift spirit
Ai/rhos Alm
Sr,utf

(’hi is Memo/us Sicirrarl
Sophomer Ametla Rulz bids on freshman Jose Zarate during an auction sponsored by the
Sigma Delta Alpha fratemity and the 12 Ladies of San Jose. Twenty-four students were "sold"
to the highest bidders and will perform three hours of labor.
front of a crowd and having people place bids
on her services.
When it was my turn I felt really nervous," Martinez said. "I felt silly, not degraded."
According to Martinez, this is the 12
Ladies of San Jose State’s first fundraising
event and the money will be used to fly the
founding mothers of Lambda Beta Alpha, a

Latin sorority, from New Jersey to set up a
new chapter at San Jose State University.
With the proceeds going to a good cause,
many people are still planning to get their
money’s worth.
"He’s going to do my laundry and clean
my house," said Ametia Ruiz, who bought a
pledge for $25 from Sigma Delta Alpha "He’s
cute, too."
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The Spartan Army has
gone from MO* to 50 in a little
more than a month.
San Jose St ate l’niversity’s
athletic tan club, the Spartan
Army. was #.11111111(41 10
September and had its first
recruiting event before the
fisitball
against
game
University of Niqy Mexico in
Sept. 26.
At 1 p.m. Saturday, the
Spartan football team takes
on University of Utah. At the
end of the game, there will tw
a lottery drawing and one of
the Spartan Army members
will win a CD player.
According to Jonathan
Levers, founder of the chili, 50
students at San Jose State
University have signed up so
far.
"I expected more people,"
Levers said. "Most people
joined (the club/ at homecoming."
Levers is referring to the
homecoming game on Oct. 10
against Rice University.
"The crowd was getting
into the game more than

Javier (
i. c.a.pw Alp
coordinator of marketing and
promotions for 5.151’ athlet
WS, Sold till. !Mogi-v.4s of the
Shari in Army is going well
"Mce the ’bin, group it
situated. we’ll make plans for
tIn’ other spurt, they can
cover," Ortiz said -It will have
iii ’,fled on the team’s perfor
!native when more ...it mients
join the club. Having 200 peo.
ph. rooting for you and making noise will make (the
team) push harder to win."
Levers said there will be a
tailgate party at 11:30 a.m.
before the game on Saturday.
The party will be located on
the south side of the blue
parking lot ’corner of 10th
and Alma Streets’.
"Students can still sign up
at the tailgate party," Levers
said.
Senior Jason Mitchell said
he had never heard of the
Spartan Army but said he
thought it was a good decision
to try to get more students to
the games.
"I don’t attend athletic

See Army, page 3

Justice delayed in
murder suspect’s
trial far too long
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ustice delayed is jusej- tice denied, but
Charles Ng’s case is
beyond ridiculous.
The Sixth Amendment
to the U.S. Constitution
reads, in part, "In all
criminal prosecutions, the
accused shall enjoy the
right to a speedy and public trial..."
The founding fathers
never reckoned that Ng
would come along and
gum up the works.
Ng has managed to
make a complete joke of
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Christian cult tries
to scare the hell out
or ’non- believers’
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Halloween horror stories plague SJSU campus
T()morrow, the dead return to haunt
the living. Everything that is vile
and evil shall walk the earth again.
Ghosts seeking youthful memories,
demons with bargains for a foolish soul or
hideous monsters that devour flesh and
deranged madmen surrounded by agonizing screams.
San Jose State University cannot and
will not escape the supernatural horrors
that plague the world on this day, for they
are told to all of us in stories.
Stories that are best told around a fire
with shadows dancing everywhere.
Stories that will send a chill up your
spine, such as the following classics.
"The Joint Library of Usher" - On a
cold and dark night, while lightning and thunder
raged outside, a secret cult of university administrators and city officials met in a dank and dark
dungeon.
In hushed voices they chanted in an ancient language, calling forth hideous spirits from the depths
of hell to ensure that their library would be built.
Around them, the wind howled as their pact was
sealed ... at the cost of their mortal souls.
But something went horribly wrong.
The forces they had called upon were too much to
control, and the library began to tear its very self
apart, splitting in half
Terrified screams of those who were still inside
echoed tier miles as the library crumbled away to
nothing.
There are those who say they can still hear the
screams and sm. the phantom images of $171 million blowing away in the wind.
-dances With Roaches"- When all is quiet at the
Student ITnion on Halloween, they come out by the
thousands, a streaming black mass of bodies
writhing over counters and tables and chairs. Then
suddenly alive, the food spills out from refrigerators
and freezers as dance music fills the air.
Together, arm in patty, antennae in noodle, legs in
salad leaf, they dance in a long line. For hours they
cha-cha, do the macarena, attempt the limbo and
even square dance.
At the first hint of dawn they all return back to
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STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
CPR clamn registration for the
Nov 6 class from 10 a.m
12 p.m.

ARTISTS GUILD INTERNATIONAL
Toyn for tots raffle at noon in

in the Health Building Room 209.
For more information. call Dr.

the Amphitheater For more information, call Michael at 231-2300

Oscar Rattle Jr at 924-6117.
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Philip Andrew

located in San Francisco at 383
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Union

Halloween Costume Dance
Contest at 9 p m at Club 3143.
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Shane LelViS Is a Spartan Daily senior staff writer
His colunin appears every Friday.
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where they came from, the food workers
and students unaware of the night’s festivities.
"The Man -Eating Palm Trees" - In
the lonely hours of the night they wait,
airlifted years ago to the campus at
$1,600 per tree by President Caret, who
had no idea what horror he was unleashing.
When the darkness is complete and
humanity has long since drifted into
sleep, they prey. Waiting, watching for a
lone figure to walk unaware across the
concrete beneath them.
Suddenly, there is the rattle of leaves
as they pluck an unfortunate victim off
the sidewalk. A brief muffled scream and
maybe a brief vision of arms and legs waving frantically beneath the swarm of leaves is all the struggle
that will ensue.
Then there is the hideous crunching sound of
flesh being devoured, followed by silence. Except for
a few drops of blood blown away by the wind, it is as
if nothing ever happened.
Seconds later they are waiting again, hungering
for their next victim, their leaves twitching ever so
slightly.
"TThe Infamous Star"- Across campus it walks on
its pointy feet, a malevolent smile on its face. It has
come again, risen from the grave that is the empty
space next to Sbarro Pizza.
Its yellow skin is bloodied and dirty, covered all
over in gauze bandages. Any who are unfortunate to
be in its path will hear it moan, "Wiggsy! Wiggssssyyy! Are you Wigg...sssyyy?" No matter how fast
or far you run, it will chase you on its pointy star
feet, yelling, "Are you Wiggsy?"
The only safety is a rival fast food joint for it will
not set foot inside. On the other hand, if it catches
you...
Shudder. Beware the SJSU campus on this night.
Look over your shoulder. If you think something is
following you, you’re right.
And always look up and keep an eye on the palm
trees. After all, they are watching you.
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the justice system.
According to the San Francisco Chronicle,
Ng’s legal shenanigans have cost the state (the
taxpayers) over $10 million in court costs.
Ng stands accused of 12 murders in Calaveras
County in the Sierra Nevada foothills. The murders date back to 1984. The trial just started
Monday in Orange County.
Califbrnia has been trying to get his trial
going since 1991. Seven years is a long time to
get a murder case brought to trial.
According to the Chronicle, Ng’s alleged partner in crime, Leonard Lake, was arrested by
South San Francisco police in 1985 after he and
Ng tried to shoplift a vise. Lake committed suicide shortly after his arrest, while Ng fled to
Canada. While there, Ng was busted for
shoplifting and, after serving his jail term, was
extradited to California in 1991 to face murder
charges.
Since then, the case has proceeded with all
the speed of a sleepy snail.
In the seven years since. he was returned to
California Ng, according tee the. (’hronicle, has
fired two different defi.nse teams, tried to act as
his own attorney, sued the state (the taxpayers)
over his being locked up em a temporary basis at
Folsom State Prison, sued tee be allowed tee do
origami in his cell and even won one delay based
on his claim that his reading glasses gave him a
headache
lit.’s had legal challenges filed against four
diffi.rent judges in an attempt tee get them
removed from the case.
For a man who swears he is innocent of murder and that Lake was responsible for all the
killings, Ng sure. did one bang-up job of delaying,
putting oft ;end otherwise postponing the beginning of his trial
A truly innocent man who had needling to
hide WeetIld Stete tie It that the trial got geeing as
soon ;IS pet:Slide See 110 could win his ;icquittal
and get on with his life Ng is acting like. a guilty
man trying tee delay the. inevitable
During opening arguments, the prosecution
she lived Nil ICOS Of Ng and Lake terrorizing twee of
their alleged i.ietims, young women the state
contends Ng ;mei Lake wanted to turn into sex
slaves One chilling clip she
Ng cutting off
the. bra eclectic’ woman while she. was bound tee a
chair. Said Ng tee the woman "You can cry and
stuff like all the rest of them, lent it won’t do you
any good. We’re pretty cold hearted "
The. hottest corner of hell isn’t anywhere near
he it enough for Ng
Lucifer had better order up it new boiler for
I lades, because when Ng is finally scill tee his
reward. he’s going to need it
Kevin W Heileman is the Spartan Dady
c, ,h01111 appears every Fruhrv
opr eth /Mr
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Recruitment of orientation leaders Applications are available
until Nov. 2 in the Student Life
Center. For more information, call
Harriet Pile at 924-5950.

FURL/ WURHU GROUP
Kong Fu iwushui
performance/demonstration from
10 am. 12 p.m at the Art Center
Quad in front of the Student

MillS11.1 CHAMP’S ORCHESTRA
Baroque Halloween Concert at
7 30 p n, in the Spartan Memorial

one Washington Square San lose. C A 95192-0149
SOAILYtterntysto edu
e40111 924 )280
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Currently accepting
applications for the
’Who’s Who Award for
Outstanding Students ’
Deadline is Nov 20. Forms are
available in the Student Life
Center. For more information, call
Dyrell Foster at 924-5950.
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Sparta Guide is provided !We
charge to students /acuity and stall.
The deadline for entries is noon,
three days before desired publicw
tWn date. Entry forms are available
in the Spartan Daily Office. Space
restrictions may require editing of
submissions

Cum
Game vs. Arizona State Sun
Devils at Blackford High Field in
West San Jose Kickoff, at 3:30
p m For more information, call
Hild Vazquez at 924-8799.

A special speaker: Dr. Su will
vs. Creation’

talk about "Evolution

express themselves on the

Opinion page with Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response to an issue
or point of view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions must contain the author’s mane, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box
at the Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Sent.! Hall RCIOW 209.
sent
by
fax
to
(408)
924-3237,
e-mail at
SDAILYOjinc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA 96192-0149.
Editorials or. vnittos by, and are this assissaas a/

the Spartan Daily editors, not the stall
Published opinions and advertisement@ do DCA mama*
reflect the views of the Spartan Daibt the School of Jounudbm
and Mass Communications or 8J81.1

A

Saturday

&MU WOMEN’S RunnY

Opinion page policies
Readers are

from 2:30 - 4:30 p.m. in the
Student Union’s Almaden Room.
For more information, call Joyce
Lim at 993-8006.

8.1811 THEATRE DEPARTMENT
’Die. Die, Diana’ performance at
7 p m in Hal Todd Studio Theatre,
located in Hugh Gillis Hall. For
more information, call 924-4555.
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MIN(U-WIRE)
NEAPOLIS of you might be
Some
familiar with a
Halloween phenomenon known as "The
Nightmare." It is an
unconventional haunted
house that promises to
"scare the hell out of you."
I’m usually open to such
experiences, and decided
to go out to Burnsville for
a little fright. This wasn’t
a real haunted house. I 611(0,1 tt RI II I?
was instead treated to a
macabre glimpse into the
world of a Christian cult.
All the people working at Nightmare were
dressed in military fatigues, barking orders and
telling people where to go. After signing a
release form, I was escorted through the complex. They used lights and sound to disorient us
The guides then led us through multiple scenes
of drug use, failed abortions, murder, suicide and
cannibalism. This was to show us where our
Christ-absent lives would lead us. After a short
trip through hell, we were shown gory scenes of
the torture and crucifixion of Christ.
This was meant to transform our behavior
and to exploit our fears into church membership
After a short speech by Pastor Joe, who told us
the objective of the "nightmare strategy" and
invited us to the Destiny Christian Center
(DCC), we were deeply encouraged (read: baited)
to engage in prayer with members.
I immediately noticed the naive, suburban
notions of street violence and drug culture that
were stereotyped by Nightmare, meant to scare
certain kids straight. I was impressed by the
high quality special effects, and the deeply disturbing scenarios with their cartoon-like graphic violence.
These visual effects were coupled with the
rather dubious goal of scaring the HELL out of
you/me (get it?).
It’s no secret who they were targeting with
these tactics - it’s stated explicitly in their
handout literature. Kids at risk and youth looking for "extreme" experiences are very easily
drawn to the Nightmare. Because kids are highly suggestible, they are prime targets for the
DCC’s brand of assimilation.
The way in which they divide and then order
people about immediately inspires a de facto loss
of control. Use of flashing lights and sound further disorients, making people further open to
their suggestions. By exploiting stereotypes,
they touch deep-rooted fears and premonitions.
Youths are scared of images of street violence,
drug addiction and alcohol-related car fatalities.
Even more disturbing and manipulative is their
exploitation of the image of suicide.
It seems that the basic message of nightmare
is that God/Jesus is very angry and vengeful.
They want you to think that if you don’t fly
straight and act right, God will somehow directly punish or even kill you.
This puritanical view insists that if you don’t
become a Christian, danger and death will stalk
you at every turn.
The question that comes to my mind is, how
do they use the name of Jesus to shield their
immoral actions? Could anyone see Christ
encouraging such behavior?
Peter Johnson, our guest columnist, writes for
the Minnesota Daily, University of Minnesota.

Quotefor the Daily
YOU can be a king or a street sweeper, but everybody dances with the Grim Reaper"
-Robert Alton Harris, convicted murderer, just
before he was gassed at San Quentin.
Happy Halloween
The Spartan Daily
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eager labels Glenn’s return
to space a ’waste of money’
SAN ANTONIO (AP)
John
Glenn’s scheduled return to
pace is no more than a multimillion -dollar publicity stunt
- ’aimed at boosting interest in
VASA, famed test pilot Chuck
?Yeager said.
. The return to space is an
’effort to "rehabilitate" Glenn’s
image and reward the one-time
4Slercury hero for backing the
’agency and President Clinton,
:Yeager told the San Antonio
1 -Express-News Wednesday in a
telephone interview.
Glenn’s mission is "hype, and
.God only knows NASA needs it
real bad," said Yeager, who broke
the sound barrier 51 years ago.
,
"It’s a payoff to Glenn for his
support of Clinton and also the
NASA budget," said Yeager, a
retired brigadier general who
’now lives in Auburn, Calif.
"And also, NASA needs the
publicity, and they couldn’t have
picked a better guy to hype the

space program," he said.
The White House and NASA
were quick with denials.
Clinton had nothing to do
with the decision to place fellow
Democrat Glenn on the shuttle,
White House spokesman Roger
Salazar said.
"The NASA administrator
(Daniel Goldin) makes the decisions about who flies space shuttle missions and for anyone to
suggest otherwise, I think we
have to take issue," Salazar said.
Glenn’s presence played a role
in the media surge, which could
be a record, NASA spokesman
John Ira Petty said.
But he defended the fourterm senator, saying he would
help shed light on such maladies
of aging as disturbed sleep patterns.
The first American to orbit
the Earth, Glenn at age 77
became the oldest astronaut to
fly in space when the shuttle

Discovery lifted off at the
Kennedy
Space
Center
Thursday morning.
Glenn’s role in the $422 million mission is a "waste of
money," Yeager said.
"Well, I’ll tell you, if Glenn
wasn’t a senator, he wouldn’t be
going up in the shuttle," Yeager
said.
Glenn was quarantined with
the rest of the crew in Florida
and couldn’t be reached for comment.
Although
described
as
America’s greatest test pilot for
his role in breaking the sound
barrier in 1947, Yeager didn’t
make the space program, which
accepted only those with college
degrees.
Spokesman Petty said NASA
hasn’t offered Yeager a shuttle
flight.
Yeager denied resenting
NASA for that. He said such a
trip would be fun but "useless."

Godzilla 1, Power Ranger 0
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Spartan Daily
Secretary of State Madeleine Albright makes her way to her escort surrounded by diplomatic service
agents Thursday afternoon. Albright visited the Wyndhani Hotel on North First Street in San Jose to
address residents on the current Middle East crisis.

Albright: Secretary holds Q&A
Continued from page 1
Nations with these do best."
After her 15-minute address, a
Q-and-A session was held, conducted by Armon Mills, publisher of’ the San Jose Business
Journal.
The session allowed members
of the audience to ask Albright
questions on a variety of topics.
"She did well to field the
diverse questions," Mills said.
"When she said that she felt like
she was taking an oral exam, in
reality, she really was."
Of noire than a dozen questions, most centered around the
East. Albright focused on
the importance of bringing
together nation leats-ss

"You can’t start peace talks if
those involved don’t meet,"
Albright said.
Albright, the first woman secretary of state in U.S. history,
addressed the world leaders’
reaction to her as a prominent
woman in government.
"People have taken to me pretty well, even those who shouldn’t
have," Albright said. "It also
helps that I represent the most
powerful country in the world."
Albright, the mother of three
daughters, also provided advice
to Americm emen.
"I find that %semen listen tett
long." Albright said "They
believe if they have a (giestion, it

isn’t relevant. Then, when a man
asks it, people think it’s brilliant.
My advice to American women?
Interrupt!"
Heads of several organizations were invited as honorary
guests including San Jose Mayor
Susan Hammer. San Jose State
University President Robert
Caret and Zoe Lofgren, a member of the U.S. House of
Representatives.
"She addressed the issues
rather well," Caret said. "I was
really impressed on her insight
on the variety of issues. It really
puts till’ issues we deal with in
our everyday lives in perspect iv,’

Marine charged with kidnapping,
murder in plot to fake his own death
kci
Spalt,111 Mill
Austin Rogers, 3, prepares to get out of his Power Ranger costume after a tour of the campus with
his SJSU Preschool schoolmates Thursday afternoon. After their tour, the preschoolers took off their
costumes in order to keep them clean for Saturday night’s trick -or -treating.

Dinosaur extinction theory gets new support
WASHINGTON
(API
Scientists have uncovered more
evidence that death from the sky
ended the reign of the dinosaurs
on earth.
According to a report in
Friday’s edition of the journal
Science, a meteorite or comet
produced an element, chromium,
found in the layer of the Earth’s
crust that dates to the dinosaurs’
end.
An impact by an object six to
12 miles in diameter in what is
now the Gulf of Mexico has been
the leading candidate among
theories explaining why the
great lizards and many other
species vanished.
The crash is thought to have
sent giant clouds of superheated
gas and melted dust across most

of North America and caused
great waves that raced across
the Atlantic. Billions of tons of
soil, sulfur and rock vapor were
lifted into the atmosphere, blotting out the sun
Temperatures around the
globe plunged, possibly killing
the dinosaurs and thousands of
other species.
A 65 million-year-old layer of
another element, iridium
common in comets and meteors
and rare on Earth has previously been cited as evidence for
this disaster.
Some scientists contend, however, that the iridium could have
been produced by massive volcanic eruptions in a region of
India known as the Deccan
Traps at about the same time.

The new evidence
from
chromium samples taken in
Denmark and Spain
adds
weight to the meteorite theory
Researchers A. Shukolyukov
and G.W. Lugmair report that
chromium is 20 to 30 times more
concentrated at that level below
the earth’s surface than in the
earth’s crust in general. And
they found that the ratio of two
types of chromium found at that
level is similar to that found in
meteors and comets, not the
ratio found in the rest of the
Earth.
Shukolyukov is at the Scripps
Institution of Oceanography in
San Diego, Calif, and Lugmair is
with the Max Planck Institute
for Chemistry
in
Mainz,
Germany.

Safety: UPD takes precautions
Continued from page 1
awareness for Halloween safety.
According to Sgt. Derek
Edwards of the San Jose Police
Department, they are anticipating more people out and about,
In
pedestrians.
primarily
response to these conditions, the
department has taken specific
precautions to increase public
safety, as well as heighten public
awareness.
’We’re going to use some of

special operations units,"
said Edwards
SJPI) will be deploying uniformed personnel into all neighborhoods in order to conduct
highly visible motor, and foot
patrol enforcement.
Edwards said patrol personnel will also be maximizing their
patrol time by adjusting their
meal breaks to provide maximum coverage during the night-

our

time hours when activities will
be taking place.
He also said beginning at 4
p.m patrol units will be turning
on their vehicle headlights.
Additional forces will be out
after 4 p.m. on Halloween, said
Edwards, including SJPD Chief
William Lansdowne, who will be
riding around along with the
Commander of the Bureau of
Field Operations.

Great Haircuts for Ladies & Men
American Heart
Auociatioa...
MOO. Pen11 01111111
owl

strAc (.(iii
f ’lir life 14 wc ci

A new salon, accomplished stylist, and our
promise of a great look. Give us a chance to
cut your hair. Let us prove what care, the
best products and talent are all about.
Call for reasonable rates; cut out this ad and
get 25% off for first time customers.
534 S. I Itti Siruire ’A Touch of Style Professional Cuts, Color. Facials, Make-up
bet. William S Reed
FRII PARKING Appointments or Into. (408) 287-2524

LAS VEGAS (AP) A fusilier
Las Vegan has pleaded innocent
to charges of faking his own
death by killing another man
and putting the body in a trailer,
then setting the trailer in tire.
Arthur Gus Bennett, 45.
entered the plea at an arraignment Thursday to seven counts
that include murder, arson. kidnapping, insurance fraud, theft
and sexual assault of a minor
A June 7 trial date was set by
state District Judge Donald
Mosley.
Pntsecutors have said the
state will seek the death penalty
because of aggravating it sum
stances
surrounding
the
February 1994 fire at a Lake
Mead trailer belonging to
Bennett.
At the time of the blaze.
Bennett was facing a court mar
tial on charges of si,xually ANN
ing the child of a fellow Marine
in Yuma, An, and at had three

young women in Okinawa.
Identification of Oa charted
body found in the trade, s is
nearly impossible. A No y dentist declared the death a :inside
mid said Bennett teas the ist1111
The ruling allowed mends:IIS
his family to collect on a
$200,000 government life itismance policy.
But Bennett was alive lie
no iced to Hurricane, [’tali with
his former wife tind flu,’,’(laugh
tyrs and changed 111, 111/111’
111.11S1111,
giegai in braggart who ingratiated himself
with thi.,mall tine 11, 11’1.11 ,1g11S
II1S li, 11/1111t,.1..,1 111 oriels:I1991. istisn ’ins is Ins daughteis
sexualls
told author:0k’,
assaulted het A lingo print
(-heck evealet1 Ins tine ident its
\v as
entually
Bennett
chalets! with sestially assatilt
dig his two oldest dsnght,s....
ages 1:1 tui,I Irs ;mil ’MI’ of I
13 year odd trietitl

lie pleaded no contest in St.
George’. Utah last May to three
second degree felony charges of
sexual abuse and was sentenced
to three itneso15.yeas prison
terms.
He was btought to Nevada
this month to face the tharges
here.
Inc estigators say thes may
never learn the identity of the
burned body found in Bennett’s
trai hi. since Bennett has
sons,’ io cooperate with
Prosecutors said one of
Bennett’s daughters indicated to
a Clark
grand jury that
her fitting: may have known the
victim, and investigators believe
the ifi( may have known about
t he faked death plot.
Ilrand jury testimony indicated Bennett stele his military
it’ iii it recolds at his previous
base in Yuma to prevent identity
01 the 1,--1\ in his trailer

Army: new club raises school spirit
Continued from page 1
events very often," be said "But
when I have gone to games s
there haven’t been toe many students there. It will bring up the
campus spirit if’ petiple start
going to the games."
Tiffany Lofton, special events
coordinator for the Spartan
Foundation, said the fan club is a
great promotion for Spartan athletics.
"It will increase student
involvement on campus and

it
cannot financially sup
pori a club organisation like ths
Spartan Army.
"We van donate for plum:4km
al rairpeses," Lofton said "But
we can’t I give mimes I lot any
thing other than (athletic( st-hel
arshipss:
According to 1.1.VI’rS, I hi,
Spartan Army will focus on other
spurts besides football as well.
"Right now, we’re on Iv at the
football games,- 1,1.VPIS

SJSU Rocks

vocat_ ion
I t 1.1t stay in ta luxury
V,Ig o e wl{q1-1C1
it in minutes o campus
Includes:
arge
fl- room
Jacuzzi
King-size
13edi
Fres Hot
Breakfast
47"
with VCR
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to
$235
0
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(408) 985-7578 x1222
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Tale of the tape
San Jose State
University
(3-5, 2-2)
vs.
University of Utah
(4-3, 2-2)
Where: Spartan Stadium
When: 1 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 31
Radio: 1CLIV 1590 AM (San
Jose);
KTOM
1380
AM
(Monterey)
The Series: Utah leads the
series 3-1. The last time the
teams met was in 1974, with
SJSU defeating the Utes 24-6.
Prediction: SJSU 38, Utah 21
OUTLOOK
Both SJSU and Utah are
coming off heartbreaking lastsecond losses. SJSU lost to
Brigham Young University 4643 and Utah lost to San Diego
State University 21-20 in overtime.
This is a crucial Western
Athletic Conference tilt for both
schools, with the loser being virtually eliminated from contention for the Pacific Division
title in the WAC.
KEYS
SJSU: The Spartans don’t need
to change much from last week’s
stellar effort against BYU. The
offense was clicking and made
the Cougars’ ninth -ranked
defense look silly. Defensively,
as has been the case all year,
SJSU needs to stop the run.
Two opposing backs have
gained over ’200 yards on the
porous Spartan defense. Utah is
no different, with four consecutive 100-yard days from a Ute
back The front seven must continue to bend and not break.
Utah: The Utes lost the game
last week the same way the
Spartans did with penalties
and
missed
kicks.
Mike
Anderson rushed for his fourth
straight 100-yard game against
SDSU, something that has to
excite Utah coach Ron McBride
when facing the maligned
Spartan defense.
Compiled by
Aaron Williams.

Sharks give up
another lead,
remain winless
DENVER (AP) Joe Sakic
broke a tie midway through the
third period with his fourth
shorthanded goal in five games
as the Colorado Avalanche beat
the winless San Jose Sharks 4-2
on Thursday night
Sakic, who tied it at 2 with
3:02 remaining in the second
period, beat Mike Vernon with a
low wrist shot at 7:03 of the
third period. Peter Forsberg set
up the goal after stealing the
puck in the neutral zone.
Rene Corbet opened the scoring on a power play at 12:54 of
the first period, his first goal
since April 2. Stephane YeIle
added a goal with 635 left in
the third period for the
Avalanche.
Craig Billington, making his
second start of the season in
place of Patrick Roy, made 21
saves.
Dave Lowry and Andrei
Zyuzin scored for San Jose (0-62). The Sharks are off to their
worst start since going 0-7-4 in
1995-96.
San Jose goalie Mike Vernon,
0-5-1 this season and 14-7-1 lifetime against the Avalanche,
made 26 saves.
The Sharks played most of
the game without Bernie
Nicholls, who left at 4:14 of the
first period because of a deep
cut over his right eye.

Spartans looking to prove
cross country polls wrong
wrong."
Marca is currently the top
runner of the men’s team. He is
from
a
transfer
student
California State University,

By Hugo Rivera
Staff Writer
The men’s and women’s cross
country teams are in Houston,
Texas, and will compete in the
Western Athletic Conference
championship on Saturday.
Both teams hope to finish in
the top 10, although the men’s
team is expected to finish last in
a race of 13, according to a poll of
cross country coaches.
"I think we’re a little better
than that," cross country coach
Augie Argabright said.
Spartan runner Trevor Marca
said the men’s team hopes to finish ahead of Fresno State
University, which is the last
team expected to finish in the
single digits with ninth place.
"It is going to be a tough competition for sure," Marca said.
"We plan on proving a few people

It is going to be a tough competition for
sure. We plan on proving a few people
wrong.
Trevor Marca
SJSU cross country runner

’V
Long Beach.
The second and third runners
on the team, which consists of
six members, are Kolvira
Chheng and Brian Dorgan.

Crain, leads the women’s team.
"No matter what place we
get, we want to have a good
race," Martinez said.
According to Argabright, the

men are expected to improve for
next year because currently the
two-year-old San Jose State
University cross country program is not fully funded.
The program was reinstated
at SJSU in 1996. The last program was in 1987. This was also
the last year it was fully funded.
"Some men are just walkons," Argabright said, explaining
that it is hard to recruit without
having scholarships to offer.
He added for next year he
would like to recruit runners
from junior college teams
because they are more experienced in running long distances.
Argabright said the women
should improve. Five of the 12
runners on the women’s team
will return next year.
Brigham Young University is
expected to win the WAC championship, which takes place at
Rice University.

49ers’ secondary needs to smooth corners
SANTA CLARA, (AP)
Just in time for Sunday’s
showdown at Green Bay, the
San Francisco 49ers seem to
have solidified their once vulnerable defensive secondary.
Making midseason changes
that involved both cornerback
positions, the 49ers (6-1) have
moved Darnell Walker from
the right to the left side and
Marquez Pope returned from a
back injury as the numerical
replacement for Antonio
Langham, who was benched
because of poor play.
The new alignment had a
successful trial run last week
in a 28-10 win at St. Louis and
now will try to do its part
against Green Bay (5-2). The
Packers have won their last
four games against the 49ers,
including postseason meetings
in each of the past three years.
"We were very pleased with
our corner play in the last
game," San Francisco coach
Steve Mariucci said. "It was
very aggressive. It was very
physical and the three interceptions by the corners really
turned the game around. So
certainly we feel better about
going into the Packer game
with that performance last

week than we did with prto/ious games.’
Walker twice intercepted
Tony Banks to set up 49ers
touchdowns and Pope turned
away two Rams’ scoring
chances with an end -zone
interception and a knockdown
of a deep pass to Isaac Bruce.
Between the two of them,

be on top of its game,’ 49ers
defensive coordinator John
Marshall said. ’They’re obviously a talented team, and
when you’ve got No. 4 pulling
the trigger, he makes it happen."
Favre’s success against the
49ers in last year’s NFC title
game his slant passes to

Going into the Green Bay game, not
only your corners but your whole
defense has to be on top of its game.
John Marshall
49ers defensive coordinator

they had five passes defensed,
though they face a more severe
test Sunday against Green
Bay, led by three-time MVP
Brett Fevre and the wideout
tandem of Antonio Freeman
and Robert Brooks.
"Going into the Green Bay
game, not only your corners
but your whole defense has to

Freeman and Brooks devasted
San Francisco’s defense was
part of the reason San
Francisco cut Rod Woodson
loose and got Langham.
But it hasn’t worked out.
Langham, a free agent who
spent four years with the
Cleveland Browns-Baltimore
Ravens, has struggled all sea-

son. He finally was benched
after being beaten by Marvin
Harrison for three touchdowns
in San Francisco’s 34-31 win
over Indianapolis two weeks
ago.
Walker had been filling in
on the right side for Pope, who
missed the first five games
with a lower back strain. Pope
returned to his regular position and Walker, who had
played on the left side in the
past, took over for Lanham.
’When your corners are
playing well, it allows you to
do some things," safety Merton
/hulks said.
Indeed, with Pope and
Walker holding up in man-toman coverage, the 49ers
blitzed more frequently and
produced a season-high eight
sacks against the Rams,
including four by defensive
end Roy Barker.
’I think you need very good
corner play to be able to go
ahead and pressure,’ Marshall
said. "I think (Fevre) is
extremely well coached in
reading the pressure and getting the ball off He’s been in
that offense so long, he knows
where his guys are. But I think
you can pressure him.’

Cal State Northridge basketball coach is arrested on drug charges
LOS ANGELES (AP) The
women’s basketball coach at
California State University,
Northridge was retieved of his
duties after being charged with
selling cocaine in Omaha, Neb.
Michael J. Abraham, 39, was
released from federal custody
after promising to pay $100,000
bail within two weeks, the FBI
announced Wednesday
Abraham, who earns $67,000
per year and was about to start

his fourth year as coach, has
been relieved "for now" of his
duties and placed on administrative leave, the university said in
a news release.
Former coach Judy Brame,
the school’s senior associate athletic director, will serve as acting
coach.
Brame, 58, coached the
women’s team from 1974-79 and
again from 1980-83, guiding the
Matadors to a 101-89 record.

The university’s decision will
provide a smooth transition for
the women’s basketball program," Athletic Director Paul
Bubb said in the news release.
"And this also will give coach
Abraham the time necessary to
focus on his personal issues."
Northridge was 23-59 under
Abraham, going 5-22 in the
1995-96 season, 4-23 the following year and 14-14 last season
while finishing tied for third in

the Big Sky Conference.
Abraham was associate head
coach of the women’s basketball
team at Oregon State from 199195. Before that, he was an assistant
at
California
State
University, Long Beach, for six
seasons.
FBI agents arrested Abraham
on Tuesday night at the
Northridge campus, according to
Thomas
Attorney
U.S.
Monaghan of Omaha.

SAN DIEGO (AP) Free
agent Wally Joyner took a pay
cut to re-sign with the San Diego
Padres, agreeing Thursday to a
two-year contact with an option
for a third year.
Terms of the contract were
not disclosed. But the 36-year,
old first baseman said he accepts
ed less money than the $3.7 million he made last season while
helping the Padres win the
National League championship.
Joyner batted .298 with _12
home runs and 80 RBIs in his
third season with the Padres
and his 13th in the majar
leagues. He also ranked second
in the major leagues with a .412
batting average with runners in
scoring position.
Joyner, who had previous
stints in Anaheim and Kansas
City, said he didn’t consider
moving to any other clubs during negotiations.
"I’ve played for three. I think
that’s enough," Joyner said. :"I
can’t imagine a better place to
play than San Diego. A player’s
goal is to get to the World Series.
We did that this year. Hopefully,
with the decisions being made:
with free agency, we’ll have that
possibility again next year. I.
can’t imagine us dropping off too’
much."
Joyner is the first free agent
to re-sign with the Padres; others include pitcher Kevin
Brown, third baseman Ken
Steve
Caminiti, outfielder
Finely and catcher Carlos.
Hernandez.
"I do understand that I’m
older and I would imagine my
money-making years are past,"
Joyner said. "To make the
amount we’ve agreed on, I’ve
done a good job."
Joyner was bothered by a
nagging shoulder injury last
season but still played 131
games and stayed off the disabled list. He said rest and rehabilitation should heal his shoulder inflammation during the off’
season.
In one of his first personnel
moves, Padres general manager
Kevin Towers acquired Joyner
from Kansas City for infielder
Bip Roberts in a deal involving
two minor league players on
Dec. 21, 1995. The next season,
the Padres won the NL West
pennant.
"That was a very joyous
moment for me as general manager because I think it set the
table for what has happened
since," Towers said. "He’s been a
clubhouse leader, one of the best
first basemen in the majors, and
just a tremendous asset on and
off the field."
The Padres also announced
that second baseman Quilvio
Veras underwent successful
surgery to repair his left shoulder joint Thursday. He was due
to start rehabilitation on Friday.

Bay Meadows
DRINK UP

Technical Training For
Higher Paying Jobs

KLEIDON’S BAR
*MY
Nightly specials iiipm-lam
Mon. Fuzzy navels $2.50
Tue. Bartender’s choice 62.00
Wed Shots Schnapps $1.50
Thur. Orgasm $2.50
Fri. Well Drinks $2.00
Sat. Kamikazes $2.00
Sun. Purple Hooters $2.00
Fri-Sat (9 pen - i sin) Karaokit
NFL Sunday Ticket

WNW&
Toll-Free: (US) 125-MCSIL
See Jose: (401) 573-3070
Primmest: 1510) 249-1060
www. un ite k. co m

’Atm
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The women’s team expects to
finish among the top eight teams
in the competition, according to
Ana Martinez, who, along with
Allison Kegley and Janina

Pads start
early; sign
Joyner

Desktop Applicabon Training
Microsoft Mice 17 Suite
VVord/Excel/PoiverPoint & Access
VVinclows
& ’90
Outlook Proiect
FroniPege
Network Training & more...
Microsoft Cert. Professional (MCP)
Microsoft Cert. Systems
Engineer (MCSE)
A. Certeicalion Training
UNIX
Jove a Perl Prognonming
Why Train at Unlash?
lacrosoll Coaled
Technical Education Center
College credits available
Finencing available
IT stalSng scattions
Student -friendly environment

Monster Bash
11 BEERS
gl HOT DOGS
1 SODAS
Plus

if you’re 30 and under,
GRANDSTAND ADMISSION
IS JUST A BUCK
(or wear a costume and gat in hie).
Dancing to the live musk of

FUNKATRAZ!
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First race 6:45pm.
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PHN: 408-924-3277

ePtrhile
The SPARTAN DAILY
LAW OFFICE POST1011 available.
makes no claim foe products or Court runner, company car & gas
services advertised below not Is provided. Need valid drivers
there my guraribma Implied. The license. Hours flexible. 2444200.
cimailed columns of the Spartan
Daily consist al paid advertising TUTOR WANTED for 10 rold gid.
and Rehm, as not approved or Needs extra help in math, some
verified by the nevepaper.
language arts; my home. M-Th,
3:306:30. Call Paula 926.3944.
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EMPLOYMENT

CENTER FOR AUTISM
Therapist position to work with
Autistic Children. BA/MA in
SH0P0113/RECEIVING, P/7
Psychology, Child Development.
Position flexjtile F/T Sumner.
MFCC. etc. Own transportation.
Weekends are yours. Near SJSU.
Parttime aternoon. Varlets localicns.
Call Jennifer 4089930560 ext 105. Phone: 408/280.1112,
Fax: 408/280-1113.
MENDED CARE personnel needed
Monday through Friday. Hours INSTRUCTORS - PT. Teach FUN
6:30am 8:00a,, Erd/or 3:15pm - Science Programs in elementary
600pin Must ham 6 ECE units and schools. Need: Car & experience
experience. Interested Child Dec. with kids. Excellent Pay! Call:
students please contazt Ahs. Musavi Mad Science of the South Bay MP
or Miss OuBridge by phone: 408/ 408.262-5437,
8791000 or by fax: 408/871001,
PT AUTOCAD 13 OPERATOR
GREATER OPPORTUNITIES is @IBM research facility. 4 hrs/wk
bolting for people to teach LS skills S14/1v.0a Resume to Dick Sillan,
and provide support to adults with Fax: 408.323-5311, E-Mail: rsillan
disabilities. FT. 58/hr mileage & 49aolcom. Phone: 408.2684378.
full benefits. 438-248-4464108.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
TURN YOUR SELLJNG SKILLS
Parttime. Flexible Hours,
INTO FAST CASHIll
Great for Students!
We are looking for 10 people
Serving Downtown SanJose,
to spread the word about an
Inner City Express.
exciting new product that
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
allows multiple computers to
connect to the Internet over
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H.S.
one phone line. The product is subjects. Earn $15.$20/hour.
ideal for dorms, apartments.
Jack or Joan @ 408227.6685.
homes with two computers &
ATTENTION!! Ready to lose
remote or satellite classrooms.
those unwanted pounds?
You set your own schedule.
We provide training, demo kits
Get paid to lose weight.
and fast cash on every sale.
Safe. natural Dr. approved.
Give us a call to find out
Karen (408) 553-8924
when the next training
looseinchesehotmailcom
class will be held.
510-2499500 x 238
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
TELESALES/GOLF - Sports Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
minded. aggressive. Hourly a Flexible his, 9arivElprn. Downtown
bonus « incentives. SJSU ’matron. near lightral 4 blocks from SJSU.
Contact James 295-4810.
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
Promotions 4940200.
INTERNSHIP
American Medicine & Lifestyle PAID MANAGEMENT INTERNSMP
Magazine is offering part-time College Works Painting, a sub
internship for Graphic & web sidiary of National Services Group
designers, writers dr coordinate’s. is now hiring for Spnng/Summer
Cal 650.969-895S. ask for Henok 1999. Duties include interviewing,
hinng. development of customer
TEACHER OPPORTUNMES. high relations, control of marketing and
quality, licensed childcare centers sales & production management
Call 888/450.9675
for 2.12 year olds Recreation
ennchment cumculum.
www.collegeworks.com
Flexible PT/FT positions
Days. Eves. Weekends
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
learn Environment
Women ages 21-32. Heathy,
Mm n 6 ECE required
Responsible, All Nationalities
Earn while you learn
Give the Gift of Life"
In house training
$3,300 stipend & expenses Pad
Benefits available
We especially need
Growing throughout the Bay Area
Japanese and Chinese Donors
NdsPark 2607929. Fax 20)7366
PLEASE CALLUS AT VAVFC
(BOO) 314-9998
GROOMER’S ASST/KENNO. FELP
needed for small, exclusive shop
TEACHER INSTRUCTOR
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sal Must
P/T -Elementary Schools
be reliable, honest, able to do Degree or Credential NOT Fiequired.
physical work. Exp. working Opportunity la leading Experience
w/dogs preferred, but will train.
Need Car.
Great oppty for dog lover! $6.50 hr. Voce Mal: 408)287(4170 at 408
Cal FAX resume to 408/377-0109
EOE/AAE
or Cap 371-9115
FOOD SERVICE ESPRESSO BAR,
ACCOUNTING: SPARTAN SHOPS HOSTING F/T & P/T positions
is seeking F/T. A/R Data Entry available in a busy family style
Clerk with computer skills & 10.key restaurant located in Sunnyvale.
by tai. kct. wear prelened. Other All shifts avail, flex his, $9.00 hr
duties incl: process deposits. to start. Please call 733 9446.
maint. A/R master file, generate ask for Julia or Wendy.
statements 8, invoices, posting.
WORK FROM HOME
pournal entries and customer/ vender
interaction. M.F. 40 hours/week. Irdernationel BArness Expanding
Hiring salary: $20,800 $21,840. $500 $2.500/mo. Spare Time.
$3,000- 56.000 into. Full Time.
NOY:
We will train you.
Spartan Shops, Inc.
http://wiwi.cash911.com/vsp
1125 N. 71h St San Jose. CA 9511.2
or Call: (4081882.5007.
or Personnel Ofice. Bldg. #37.
FAX: 406/924-1910.
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BARRY SWENSON BUILDER
P/T, M-F 12:30-5:30pm. Work in
a fast paced, property development office. Run errands, misc.
office work. This could lead to a
career for one of the Bay Area’s
premier development companies.
Please call kanPaul or Greg for an
interview 0 4082870246. E0E.
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare.
P/T tithe afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
2441968s 16
VALET PAROLING ATTENDANTS
Ambitious and energetic people
needed. FT/PT. Earn 58.515 per
hour (mums). Flexible, will work
around you school schadule,
Looking for cat drivers ror weekends only. Lets of fun and
earn good money. Call: (408)
867-7275 Receptionist will
connect you to our voicemall.
Leave name and number where
you can be contacted.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
Special Ed / Regular Class.
$1170/Ir. Saratoga School
District. Cal 408/NO3424x200
for appliceico & informetIon.
TELEMARKETING
Ni INglits/Weeltenis
idael for students.
F/T or P/T mearible.
Set appointments
for C.ontaultkig Sales.
$11-$15/hour
Ph: 4082440233 mt. 220
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DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
SECURITY
We are looking for students
Abcom Private Secunty
to teach driving full/part time.
We will train you.
Will train. Must be 21.
Student Friendly.
FT, PT. Wkdys & Minds.
$9.00 to start. Call 363-4182.
NI shifts. Flexible Schedule.
RECEPTIONIST
We are looking for a part time
4082474827
receptionist, mornings/weekends.
Call 363-4182.
VALETPARKERS Valets needed
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun,
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at flexible job during school. Park
4th & S.C. Chevron. Mini marl. cars for weddings, parties and
flexible hours, several shifts open. special events in the Los Gatos
Please apply in person. 147 E. area. Must be outgoing. friendly,
Santa Clara St. Contact fella and neat in appearance. No
(408)295.3964.
previous expenence nec. Must be
able to drive a 5 sp and have a
valid CDL and your own transp.
TEACHERS
SCIENCE ADVENTURES
Earn up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Seeking Dedicated Instructor for Call Michael 0 Golden Gate Valet
exciting "hands on science
($OO) 8253871.
program afterschool.
3 - 8 hairs per week.
TEACHERS, FT/PT, excellent
Experience preferred.
salary & benefits, med/dental
To apply call
vacation/sick pay. prof. des. S.
1.800-472 4362 ext. 245/297. ratio 1:9. beautiful park -like
playground, strong team
AFTERNOON TEACHER
environment! Mm. 12 ECE units.
GREENHILLS PRESCHOOL
Enjoy your work with children’
571 N. 3rd St.
Charmer Preschool 378.7805.
Minimun 12 Early Childhood Fax resume to 378 4121.
Ed. units required.
3 - 5 days /week
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
is hiring Teachers. Aides & Subs
Call: 286-1533
Fax. 295 6197
for their School Age Child Care
Centers in San Jose. (CE, CD.
Psych, Soc. or Rec units req.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
We Offer Competitive Pay.
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and
Excellent Trarreng. and a
Reschool Teaches and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available. Substitute
Great Work Environment.
If you are interested call
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
(40812839200 ext. 21.
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions. IDEAL STUDENT WEEKEND JOB
Excellent opportunity for Child Fri./Sat./Sun. Men’s clotheig
Development majors. Please call sales. Good pay. Contact Michael
Cathy for an intenew at 244 1968 at 970-0900 or come in for an
or fax resume to 2487350.
interview. 2010 Duane Ave. Santa
Clara.
TEAM TRAFFIC MEM PART MBE
weeYerils & evenings. No evidence LIFEGUARD NEEDED mornings
necessary. Follow our lesson pian. and afternoons Must be YMCA
Mid ram good cantnnoace slats. ARC oenitied..For info malaria/4
respanstle & reseble. 408971 7557 408.2269622 x22. South Valley
Dam kelt Schxi ’ )r. , egaireafil/CAe’l
,f1 7 I to
993 W. San Cate St San Jose.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to 5600/ month.
IVINIAGER TRAITEETolemarketIng
firm needs energetic person to
Become a Sperm Donor.
train and motivate sales reps.
Healthy males. 19 40 years old
20-36 hrs. wk. Salary bonus. Lein, Students Grads ’Faculty
Downtown San Jose. 408/4940200.
Contact California Cryobank
650 324 1900. M F, 84-30
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
School year & summer. Elem. WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
school age rec. program, P/T
& LOVE CHILDREN??
from 2 6pm. M F during the
TOP PAY1
Immediate tenip/pemt
school year. Some P/T morning
substitute positions as
positions available from approx
7am-11an. F/Tdunng summer day
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
camp prog. %Int salary. no ECE
at Ala School Programs.
units req. Los Gatos Saratoga Rec
Day Care Centers. Etc
OeptCall Janet a 354-5700 4223.
408)8668550
SAVE MART SUPERMARKETS
JOIN OUR TEAM!!
We are remodeling our stores in
San Jose and Milpitas’
and Cpenrg a tam Store rri November
at 3457 McKee Rd. San Jose,
Positions Available:
*Grocery Clerks *Produce Clerks
eakerY/Dee Clerks Sennce Clerks
GPA ClerkMeal/Seafood Clerks
All positions otter competitive Day
and a full benefits package!
Please see store manager for an
application at the folovang locatmits
3251 So. White RI. San Jose
3475 fothee Fid. San Jose
1070 Stay Rd San Jose
1641 N. Capitol Ave SaLbse
215W, Calaveras B. Sollpeas
To promote a drugfree work
environment, we do preemployment
drug testing Sam Mat Supermarket
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

NEED A .1011. FINANCIAL AID
OR A PAID INTERNSHIP
Call now for part time or
flex time opportunities
Knstie 1408 360137,i
USE A PHONE LATELY?
Licensed public utility, NV ’It,
exchange telecommjnications
company is looking for you
Earn unlimited residual Income
International expansion corning
soon Set your Own hours
800 371 4366

MAKE MONEY NOW
in Telecommunications and
Internet. Set your own hours
(408) 793-5151.

ACUFACTS SECURITY
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great Job for Students
F/T or P/T All Shifts Avalabir
Permanent Shifts & Schedules
Top Pay w/ Many Benefits’
Call or apply in person.
14081 286 5880
555 D Meridian Ave SJ
between Sal Cate & Parivrax.
bawd the Cad and Paty Star

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

FOR

FAX: 408-924-3282

CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINERS.
P/T, perform fun science parties
CAMPUS CWBS
on weekend days. Great Pay Ids!
You pick days. We train. Call: STEAMBOAT Colorado Jan. 10-15
$ 4 9 . with the SJSU Ski &
Mad Science at 408262.5437.
Snowboard Club. Includes
flight out of SJ. full condos 5
night stay, 4 of 5 day lift
OPPORTUNITY
pass. 2 hot tubs, parties & great
PAY YOUR TUITION giving away snow. Students & non students.
FREE Motorola Pagers. $89 value. Call Mark at 40E3292.0955.
Call 1888240.0310. give sponsor
# 0098544. For WEB SURFERS:
http://ywnete13.com/0098544/
or call me at 1831 3732010,
SIGMA OMEGA PHI is an
organization of strong & educated
women who are seeking a group
TUTORING
of ladies that are interested in
TUTORS NEEDED: Elem. & H.S. becoming Founding Mothers of
subjects Earn 515 550/hr & up. the newest soronty coming to San
Call after 7pm. 408202 3467
Jose State. If interested please
contact Amy 0 4082744443 or
111-LINGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Molly @ 408-374 9466
Math: Algebra Geometry
Statistics Trig Calculus
Physics Mechanics Electnc
COMPUTERS ETC.
SAT GED CBEST ESL TOEFL
Computer Veasic. V C..
NEW LAPTOPS/DESKTOPS
Spanish: All levels
$60/mo for 12 months $1buyout
Co ki,chael 408 29E17576
No credit checks no lease
wvz, eanhrompl urn,, t. it 1u3.htint

MEEKS

ENGUSH EDITING & TUTORING
Experienced with the needs of
Foreign Students
Credentialed Teacher & M.A.
Go To: yvvovklyEatur cool
And-Or Cat krtiNtA .108;9788034
SJSU Alumni 7..iinitier of SOUL:
Saye Our Urin,,.- [bran

COMPUTER RENAISSANCE
We buy. sell & trade computers.
486. Pentium, Mac. &
Notebooks. Refurb’d equipment
is warranted.
Prompt Repair & upgrades
Student/Fac Discount w, ID
5263 Prospect Rd SJ. between
Hwy 85 & 280 near Lawrence Espy.
4088734070

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TERM PAPERS? THESES?
AUTOS FOR SALE
RESEARCH MATERIALS NEEDED-7
vow, snioniktr cum
TAUPE 93 LEGEND. IS. at. a/c,
the Pulitzer prize winning
full ()peons, nnis new. 2dr. $18000.
Cnristian Science Monitor
Red 90 Accord. stick. wiled,
incitiong News Archives Online
4dr, good condition. $5000 Tony
Pre-recorded info 867 82,5
4088582887, 4085474626.

WOAMMONS -

SEM/NU

*AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED*
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Tem,
Papers. Nursing. Group Projects.
Resumes At Formats Seer iai,/ing
in APA Snelimg Grammar
Punt tuatron Editing 27. ye, be
PAM’S
PROT SSICKIAL WORD PROCESSING.
247 2681 Samisen,

Save

Recruiters
We accept

,
1

PROOFREADING
Kee your papers in,pe
erganr/atsmar and groom ii
errors Prices yaer ac aria*
to length if paper

Cali tor a price goon-. today’
Call ALICIA at 408 229 9.30E,
CAll Ore.."

INSURANCE

WRITING HELP:1510)601.9554.
Ugliest re.arity w- ’ --g editing
grostwritrig Essays. appleaton
statements re)’- its, er,
Piease -,ali Dew Boll MA at
(510)601-9554 or
email bolickebest.com
VISA/MasterCard ac.., floral
FREE writing ties
www.acadamiceattleg.com

AUTO INSURANCE

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN !

Al. formats,
APA Tape

I

F.1, IFa,.tliFFP

uuick
E,,,,,,harti area
264 4504

sty
rr trait Programs
Sersing SISU for 20 years
-Grr-at Rates tor Good Comer,
’Gram Rates for NrviCaouct Dnvers
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
’Good Students" ’Educators’
Engineers’ ’Scientists’
CALL TODAY 296 5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9 2.

INSTRUCTION
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST new
a ei,r.rig studer.ts who A.Srl In
excel in olayIng guitar or bass All
levils welcome Begrnreng.
Irarn
Intermediate or A11,1,
any style Jae/ Blur., Pod,.
Fusrrat, Funk. Reggie.. or I ink
Call Bill at 408 298 6124

NABONAL/AcENcv kATEs

408-924-3277

Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

JUIJUJJ1JUILICICIULIULIUCULUJULJULILIQUILli

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
One
Two
Three
Days
Days
Day
3 Ines
$6
$7
$9
4 Ines
IS
$10
$11
Sines
$0e
$11
8 Inn
$10
$12
$6S
$1 foreathadcltiorsallene

None

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Arm/ Me fifth dey. rate increases by Si per twos
First Ins (25 apices) sat in bold Ion no extra
AdcItimisl words avelloble In bold or $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 Anew
1509Mes:$110

$90

Five Addroa
Days
$13 C10
$14
Plate
$115
$tit
Send check or money order b:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Joie, CA 95192-0149

Please check I
one classification:
io,osi

Classified desk is located on Dwight Bent el Hall. Room 209
Dewline. 10:00 a.m. two weekdays before publication
MAI eft we prepaid. No refunds on cancelled ads
II Rabe for coneacuthe publications dates only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and FoundVolunteers’
For Sale’
Autos For Sale*
Computers Etc
Wanted’
Employment
maturates

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
SportsThrals’
Insurance
Entertanmend
Travel
Tutonng
Word Processing

scholarships

Spitclel student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Daily

r

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
R,,Urne,.

HEALTH & BEAUTY

POST YOUR RESLIME on the WEB
For $35 post or, 15 Web sites
Send resume payment to
KW Graphic,. ’Y.’’,
Miipeas
Serb salary rr. ; I 1 F

ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
Term papers. thieos, resumes
group newels:en Typewriter
for your appiicanons for med law
school. etc Tape trariscriptron
Fax Machme rrotar,, Public
Call Anna at 972 4992
Thesoc firn
r

HOUSING WANTED

SINGLE MALE SEEKS LONG-TERM CARPAL TUNNEL SYNDROME
HOUSING. Need neemnswe room or
Hand numbness. Tingling
studio/basement apartment. Would sensation. Loss of fine touch.
consider helping the elderly at their
Accidentally dropping things?
home in exchange for, or in partial
It may be less serious.
payment of. rent. Have references.
It is not riecessanly CTS.
Contact Robert Stevenson. 8923
Call for free consultation.
SE Vanilla Ave. Portland, OR 97216.
Dr. Lee Oliva Chiropractor.
Phone 15031 256.3426. E-mail:
408-247.2222.
cybeemer@aol.com or FAX to
(Kai 2571222, Cascade Colege, c/o
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Pies. Office is. Robert Stevenson.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
UYour own probe or disposable.
335 S. Bayvvood Ave. San Jose.
RENTAL HOUSING
2471488
211DRSt APARTMENT- SSTS/MO.
Security type building
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Secure Parking
Close To Campus
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
Modern Building
Laundry Room
permanently remove your
Village Apartments
unwanted hair. Back Chest Lip
576 South Fifth Street
- Bikini Chin -Tummy etc.
14081 295.6893.
Students Sr faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
made before 12/31/98.
SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BOHM APTS.
Live in luxury and walk to school!
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
We offer a pool, spa. sauna, full 621 E. Campbell Ave. 017. Cmbl.
gym, onsite management, all
(408) 379-3500.
appliances included, central A/C.
Stop by today for a tour.
Open Monday thru Saturday.
THE COLONNADE
201 So. 4th St. (408) 279-3639
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
SHARED HOUSING
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
5000. SQ. FT. CUSTOM HOME
additional information.
to share in SJ. located on a
Classified readers should be
2 1/2 acre lot with panoranec
reminded that. when making
view. 10 miles from campus.
these further contacts, they
$600/mm util. 408.296-8000 x11
should require complete
for more information.
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
UMM
carefully evestigate all firms
offering employment listings
UNDY HOP & ZYDECO DANCES.
orcoupons for discount
some Fridays. at First Christian,
%academe merchandise.
80S Filth St Call 4083561375

ROSS WORD
ACROSS
1 Photographer
Ansel
6 Clock pal
10 Hong 14 Virginias Caverns
15 Singer Wicket,
16 Actor Jennings
17 Up and about
18 Fast falcon
20 Hairdressers
22 Devoured
23 House feature
.14 Naughty
youngster
26 Flowing garment
.19 Band
instrument
33 Stron9 as 34 ’Bah’
36 Alaskan city
37 Evergreen
38 Egg producer
39 Caveman
Alley -40 Oil grp
42 Sibling s child
44 Opposed to
45 More prone to
disciplining
47 Washed (off)
49 Grandstand
yells
50 Bell sound
51 Camera
sound
54 Speaker
58 Buffoon
61 Without any help
62 French
girlfriend
63 Oak or maple
64 Succulent fowl
65 Overtake
66 Give the cold
shoulder
67 Secret meeting

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MCDU MEW MO
OMER COMM UMPID
MEMO OMUMDMIMM
MION IMMO OUNNIA
MEM
MIAMIAN
MOMOU MOM!!!
DOOM JAMMU COMMU
MUM MONOM EIOND
BMW MMIll NORM
DOCIMM 014161DUM
WEIMMO
WIDION
MOM
MUM
OMMOOMMU BOUM
EICIM
MUM
MOM COM MMO
,49r1 1.00,i(NuweS,,,rkele

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
19
21
24
25
26
27

Sorrowful cry
Do housework
Bohemian
Letter holder
Native of
Damascus
Distance down
Bad day tor
Caesar
Breeze
Bruce -Nail substance
Skip over
Baseball
learn
Singer
Campbell
Reverse. e q
Halt
White Fr
Uncooked
Potent boxing
punches
Clumsy

28
29
30
31
32
35
41
42
43
44
46
48
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
59
60

Yard tool
Act like a fan
Middays
Ham it up
Lukewarm
Recoils
Rings
Ultimate
TV s Severed
Bony and lean
Birthday Whole
Star in Cygnus
Fellow
Dalai Eye part
In - of
replacing
Viscous
Slaughter of
the diamond
Lease
Milk -container
units abbr
Vase

MMEMM MEM EMU
MUM ME= ME=
MEM MMEMMIMM
MMINIMMEM
MEMO
ME= ddlIM
MUM= dMIIIMMANN
MIME UM= MEM
MEM
MOM
MEM
NM MINION MUM
dINIMMIIIIIM MIME=
MUM MIME
MAIM
dEMINIfiddil
iiMMEMOMMI MOM
dUUUOMMII MEM
AMIN AO= illEMME

get a good horoscope today, huh?
Famous Leonian: Melanie Griffith

’0’ say, can you scream?

Virgo

August 23 to September 22
Sitting in class, looking up into the deep heavens and nodding in approval makes you look like
an educated person in deep thought. What you
are really doing is watching a cockroach make its
way across the ceiling. You dumb oaf
Famous Virgoan: Jeremy Irons

Libra

September 23 to October 22
The opposing gravitational pull of the third
Orion Belt star in congruence with the 15th pulse
of the second nearest pulsar next to the Milky
Way acquiesces the phenomenon of your dearth
of annexing engendernation this oncoming period
of seven days. Layman’s terms: Forget about having sex next week.
Famous Libran: Chevy Chase

Compiled by Spartan Daily Staff

Scorpio

Aries

October 23 to November 22

March 21 to April 20
You bought the costume.
You put on the makeup.
You have practiced your howl.
You will be the talk of Halloween.
Don’t brag just yet. You have had a lot of practice. You are 10 times worse in the morning.
Famous Arian: Matthew Broderick

Taurus

April 21 to May 20
Not having a clue is your forte. That English
assignment where you had to give a 20-minute
dissertation on good literature’? Your dumb ass
spoke about "Men are from Mars, Women are
from Venus." Hey buddy, your head is in Uranus.
Join Opr.h’s book -of-the-month club.
Famous Taurean: Candice Bergen

Wow. That’s a great mask for Halloween
sorry. My bad.
Famous Scorpion: Tim Burke

Oh,

Sagittarius
November 23 to December 21
Sometimes things need to be explained.
Sometimes different views should be looked at.
Sometimes understanding is half the battle.
Sometimes you need a foot planted you-knowwhere to show that you are a closed-minded,
first-class jackass.
Come up to the Spartan Daily.
There are plenty of people ready to accommodate you.
Famous Sagittarian: Phil Donahue

Capricorn

December 22 to January 20

Gemini

May 21 to thine 21
There is no one who can compare to your happiness. You are smiling, bubbly and a big bundle
of joy. That is because you smoke way too much
weed. It is getting so bad, people are calling you a
chimney Join a peer group, Smokey.
Famous Geminian: Jack Nicholson

Cancer

thine 22 to July 22
Crabs are ill-temix.rod, touchy and grumpy by
nature. You feel it is your duty to follow their
characteristic habits keep in mind that crabs get
cooked, gutted and get their arms ripped oft The
people you know will tear you to pieces for pleasure, not for consumption reasons. Make appropriate changes
Famous Cancel-jam Dan Akriiyd

Leo
Jo/y:23 to August 22
Everyone listens to you. If there is a question,
it gets answered If there is an order, it gets followed. If there is ;I joke, you are the butt of it.
People folk Av your oast nut ions just so they don’t
have to listen to your constant nagging and
sophomoric insults Thought you were going to

When the going gets tough, the tough get
going. You stay. Weakling.
Famous Capricornian: Jerome David Salinger

Aquarius

January 21 to February 19
With a hectic, busy and turbulent life, it is good
that you spend four hours a day watching TV.
Keep it up. Just one thing: Watch something else
besides "Harry’s Big Hook Fishing." And when
Harry gets a pull from his line, please stop saying
to yourself, "Gee, I wonder what will happen
Famous

Aquarian: Ted Koppel

Pisces

February 20 to March 20
The reason why everyone laughs at you when
you speak of the purple square artwork displayed
in the Marketplace Cafe, isn’t because they think
you have no sense of art, it is because they think
you are stupid. Hey, let me give you seme advice
Next time, realize that sometimes a purple
square is just a purple square.
In your search for art, you just wasted two
hours looking at the spot where Carl’s Jr was
supposed to be.
Famous Piscean: Michael Caine

Ryan Dein/ Spartan Daily
0 0, a traveling artist based out of New York and Los Angeles, will be selling his posters outside
of the San Jose State University Student Union for the remainder of the week. O’s art is deeply
entrenched with myth and metaphor displayed in a effective repetitive style.

VVVVVV-VitIV-104’

Have a happy Halloween
fmrilfilemASNFIVICISai Mau

’I harsh, bitterly funny look at desire, lust and transgression, it ful611s
the promise of ’Dollhouse’ and deepens the dialogue, challenging its
audience in ways American alms seldom do."
Critical Care Norm.
Mayo’s Critical Caro Nwoo Internship Program

provides the education and skills you will need
to be a competent critical care nurse. The
program is designed for professional nurses
who are entering critical care nursing

( FOOTBALL SATURDAY \
NCAA FOOTBALL
"TAKE A KID TO THE GAME"

Man’s Critical Care Nurse Internship Program is
offered annually or semi-annually by the Mayo
Department of Nursing. The program includes
n ahp Des:
1=is
Phu* I - An initial placement in a paid
.411= position on a rnedicalisuriOcal patient care
fue unit in a Mayo hospital for one year.
Phase II - A tuition-free 12 week paid
internship divided into two parts: Classroom
Sessions, Skills Laboratories and Advanced
4421
Cardiac Life Support (96 hours/1 5.5 days)
- Clinical Specialty
Anignment with a
Preceptor (12 weeks).
-

SAN JOSE STATE
VS. UTAH
HALLOWEEN DAY
SATURDAY OCT. 31
SPARTAN STADIUM

1:00 PM

414

5,000 FREE SJSU STUDENT TICKETS
I BRING STUDENT I 0 CARD TO THE

EVENT CENTER

BOX OFFICE)

ALL CHILDREN UNDER 14 ADMITTED
2 FOR 1 ADULT TICKETS

Eau

132
1

(PAT FOR ONE. GET ONE eill* MUST ORONO RIB AD TO THE GAME

THOSE IN COSTUME RECEIVE A FREE PEPSI

(RED(EMABLE AT PFSTADIUM SPARTAN SHOPS)

a

AT II 30 AM IN

EAST FIELD

SAW STUDENTS ONLY)

mg

My MM.

"Todd Solondi... One of the most lacerating, funny
and distinctive yokes in American film."
-Oars

MCI

ult marks the emergence of a major limericanfilmmaker"

HAPPINESS

a 1iim 61 Todd Soiondz

P1N.7
to5’1"
Po’

oita.
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ale IlespNsas
asswasse
1111matiost-Ist Moot / 200 Ant Saw Sw
liftlester. Wawa 65905
dmilb 611111941111496

CHILDREN IDENTIFICATION KITS
ARMY MEMBERSHIP T-SHIRT
SPARTAN
FREE

EREE

(SPARTAN ARMY TAILGATE

CAW are at Mayo Clinic will expose you to
and experiences that cannot be
=1111.tyo has more than 170 critical
care bads an 10 critical care units, numerous
geptiown beds, and an Emergency /Trauma
UM, which is a designated Level 1 regional
I. center. The appliattion dasdline is
Palmy 2 191/0 with program gen date of
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